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Abstract The ways of high-grade solar energy application in cleaning process of oily waste in oil-fields are being studied. The scope of the theme is economized of non renewable energy and environmental safety. The technological process studied was accepted from technical and economical aspects. Taking into consideration ecological and economical efficiency of solar energy application and utilization of today’s standard plants methodical approach was described. Expediency of renewable energy sources usage in this process was determined.
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1. Introduction
At present both in different fields of industry and in life Azerbaijan Republic faces lack of energy which has got renewable sources and especially solar energy potential. Generally we have definite perspectives in solar thermal utilization in oil industry. First of all this is explained by geographical location, scientific-technical potential, investment opportunities of our country.

Development of solar energy application both economically and ecologically is efficient[1]. That’s why the ways and the opportunities of solar energy application in the daily life and the industry are being determined. Opportunities of solar energy application should be increased firstly in the industry fields in where a great deal of oil and gas are used. One of the fields is the oil and gas extracting enterprises. In this field in the process of oil treatment a great deal of natural gas is used to get heat energy. As a fuel instead of gas solar thermal application has great advantage both from economical and ecological facets. That is why solar thermal application in oily waste treatment process is an actual problem. The results obtained from researches at the experimental parabolic through solar power engineering plant are proof for the above mentioned[2,3].


By developing solar plants with parabolic-trough concentrators we may concern to the economical efficiency of heating energy obtaining:
- High intensity of average solar radiation for a year in the (700-900W/m², 250-270 days/year);
- Today’s lack of energy;
- Increasing of natural energy resources, oil and oil productions’ selling cost in home and world markets fast;
- Intensive increasing of the demands to the energy in the world;
- Demands to the energy in the development of the economical situation of our country and socio-economic state of the population;
- Too great enterprises prefer the independent energy sources;
- Gravity of the measurements of ecological safety to prevent environment from being polluted;

Taking into all of them technological scheme of combined solar-fuel power plant has been developed for oily waste treatment in oil fields.

To supply plant’s continuous work along a year, especially at nights and in cloudy weather technological scheme of combined solar-fuel energy plant have been developed for oily waste treatment in oil fields.

Working principle of the combined solar-fuel power plant is as a traditional like in the oil fields but it consists of additional concentrators’ system and other interior pieces.

Heat transfer enters the solar reactor (8) when solar flux is more than 400 W/m² and circulates in the general system. In this case valves (V4, V5) of the entrance and the exit of the furnace (6) are closed and valves (V6, V7) of the entrance, the exit of the collector (7) are open. Heat transfer is heated to 85-90 °C by solar thermal. Heat transfer goes out from solar reactor and enters the heat exchanger via the pump (P3). Giving its heat to the oily waste here heat...
transfer becomes cool and comes into the system again and circulates. The oil which comes from the untreated oily waste tank enters the heat exchanger via the pump (P1). Demulsifier is added to the unheated oily waste by the pump (P2) from the demulsifier tank (2).

Heat exchanging process happens between heat transfer and oily waste in the heat exchanger, oily waste is heated to the required temperature and then the oil leaves the heat exchanger and begins to move to the sedimentation tank. Here the heated oil have been kept for some time, during this time the separated water is taken out from the sedimentation tank via the valve (V2) due to the level meter's showing (14), and the treated oil is pumped to the commercial oil tank.

As above mentioned for plant’s continuous work valves (V4-V5) of the furnace are opened and valves (V6-V7) of the collector are closed and the process goes on the above mentioned cycle.

Operating panel and instrumentation (15) are controlling measurement and conservation of stable temperature of the collector, oil, and heat transfer (water) which circulate in the furnace along the system.

If combined solar-fuel energy plant is applied in the process, then permanent oily waste treatment process along 24 hours might have been supplied[4,5].

3. Economical Calculation

By the purpose of oily waste treatment extracted in OGPDT in the oil field, the methods of economical efficient estimation of investment projects applied in international practice for economical efficiency determination of the building and application of solar plants can be utilized. While estimating economical efficiency expenses being done to building and exploitation of the plant considered in the project and benefit or financial results are estimated and compared taking into consideration the time. Thus expenses being spent for the project realization and financial benefits being expected to get are estimated at the same time. While estimating the capital efficiency in advance depending on the time discount coefficient is used[6]. Having determined discount coefficient index bank percent norms the benefit of the capital put by investor and so on can be important. Discount coefficient (\(D_c\)) is calculated according to the following formula:

\[
D_c = \frac{1}{(1 + r)^n} \quad (1)
\]

Here,
- \(r\)-discount norm is shown by relative unit.
- \(n\)-discount period is shown by years.

Several showings are utilized while estimating economical efficiency of the investment projects and selecting them. The following showings are concerned to them:
- Pure discount benefit or integral profit (PDB)
- Income norm or internal benefit norm (IBN)
- Benefit index or profitable index (BI)
- Payment duration (PD)

PDB showings are supplied to express by money by the results of investment project realization. PDB is determined by the following way:

\[
PDB = EC - IC \quad (2)
\]

Here,
- \(EC\) is current discount cost of the included capital during the realization of investment project;
- \(IC\) is the cost of investment spent for the realization of investment project.

While estimating investment project if PDB equals zero or negative marks then the realization of this project will never bring additional benefit to the investor.

IBN showings characterize the profitability level of the investment project realization. On the base of discount norm, benefit index showings are expressed as the follows.

\[
IBN = \frac{PDB}{IC} \cdot 100 \quad (3)
\]

IBN cost may be taken as discount norm. Then pure discount benefit will equal zero in the process of discounting.

Benefit index (BI) is expressed as the follows:

\[
BI = \frac{EC}{IC} \quad (4)
\]

If PDB gets positive mark then \(BI > 1\) must be. If BI gets the mark below one or equals one then the project will not be accepted, because it doesn’t give opportunity to the investor to get additional benefit.

PD showings are the most important one in evaluation of the investment project efficiency. PD expresses the possibility of capital give back during any minimal time which was spent to the investment project realization. By other way payment duration reflects the additional benefit being gained at the exact time after investment done. PD is given as the follows.

\[
PD = \frac{IC}{EC(t)} \quad (5)
\]
PD-is the payment duration of the capital for the investment project and expressed by years.
EC (t)- during t is the quantity reflecting yearly overage current cost of the capital included from the investment project.

How long PD is, the more risk of investment project realization is. For the investment project realization to take into consideration this factor in marketing is more important.

4. Conclusions

Methodology proposed can be used to realize investment projects in oil industry and especially in OGPD.
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